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AL»- MILITANT TRADITION 
CONTINUED! 

This year, African Liberation Day (ALD) was celebrated in 
New York by a number of revolutionary and communist forces 
united in the International Committee for ALD (ICALD). After 
a period of joint preparatory work these forces held a mi
litant march and rally through the streets of Harlem on May 
28 . The ICALD was initiated by the National Liberation Strug
gles Support Committee (NLSSC), and was composed of the 
Ethiopian Student Union in North America, Eritreans for 
Liberation in North America (EFLNA), Ehtiopian Women's Study 
Group in North America (EWSGNA), Max 18 Revolutionary Organi
zation, Turkish Students Associaton and the League for Pro
letarian Revolution (ML), and other MLs and advanced elements. 

Some of the slogans that characterized the coalition were: 
"Foreign intervention and all reaction will be defeated by 
the African peoples' self-reliant armed struggle", "Workers . 
and oppressed people of the world, unite!", "U.S. and U.S.S.R. 
out of Africa!", "Long live the struggle of the Azan_ian, · 
Zimbabwean and Namibian peopl'es!", "Down with the fascist 
Ethiopian Junta! " 

The march, advancing through the streets o~ Harlem, and ending 
in front of the State Office Building, was a militant and 
disciplined one reflecting the unity of those involved as 
well as its revolutionary character . The ·proletatarian inter
nationalism of Ethiopian, Eritrean, Turkish, :Ha,itian, Domini
can and others, as well as of the U.S. multi-nation-
a l . forces present there was the ·context in 
which support for African Liberation struggles was 
expressed that day. It was the unity of the workers 
and oppressed ' people of the world that marched for
ward in ever increasi ng strength and scope - towards 
world proletarian revolution and the defeat of im
perialism and all reaction! 

This irresistible trend of history being -manifested 
in all corners of the globe is becoming increasingly 
acute in the oountrie.s of the African contin..!tl}t ~ As 
pa~t ~f the multinational. U.S. working class, we . . 
have the duty to support the struggles of the masses 
in those countries against all oppression arid tyran
ny-especially against U.S. imperialism and Soviet 
social~imperialism1 the main enemies of the world's 
peoples . The ICALD, an anti-imperialist coalition 
.in character, united on: 

(a)11 Support all struggles for African liberation. 
(b) Oppose all foreign intervention· in Africa. 
Imperialism in all its forms, feudalism, colo

nialism, neo-colonism, zionism, racism (especially 

apartheid racism ' , revision~sm , as it is mani
fested today in the lines of peaceful transition · 
to socialism, detente, non-capitalist road of de
velopmen·t, i mport and export of revolution, in 
effect all types of real:~ion al:'e opposed to the _ 
interests of the African masses and as such mUBt 
be stauchly opposed . 
{c) Sel f-reliance and armed s t ruggle are the 
only means for the African masses to achieve 
liberation ••• riever from imperi alist schemes ••••• 
nor ••••• through reliance on outside puppet troops. 
(d) Support the struggle of all workers and op
pressed people of the world, etpecially in the 
hotbed of revoiution, the third world-- which in
cludes Latin America, Asia and Africa and the . 
Middle East ••••• As the main force of this revolu
tionary movement, the third world is attacking 
and dealing blow--upon blow to all imperialisms' 
and all reaction at their weakest point -- their 
main sources of raw materials, cheap labor, and · 
foreign marke~s. All progressive and revolution-

ary~minded people must · suppo_rt this struggle as 
part of our responsibility to destroy impe_.rialism 
in this country." (Excerpts from coalition leaf
let) 

MILITANT TRADITION CONTINUED 

African Liberation Day (ALD) has a glorious history 
of militancy in the U.S . It has provided f or the · 
revolutionary spirit of the masses to overflow and 
express their militant support for African libera
tion. 'l'he ALD tradition, started in 1972 in the U.S. 
had been interrupted in ·1976. The cadrification and 
liquidation of such mass organizations as the African 
f,,iberation Support C011111ittee {ALSC), which in the past 

.had held a Key .re.Le .in the AL1'·celeb;rat:ions, led· to the 
'temporary liquidation of ALO.The "left" opportunists . 
of PRRWO-RWltattempted to make it a "party building 
:>rganization"and eventually destroyed this organiza
tion .which was instrumental_ in developing the mass 

Corit_inued on page 3 

Panama Defeat 
Imperialist Selaeme ! 

• • 

Graffito in PollcuM City. 

The projected new Panama Canal Treaty is another 
imperialist scheme that futher strengthens U. S. 
nee-colonial domination of the Panamanian nation. 
Despite all the claims of the U. S. and th~ Pana
manian governments, despite all the applause of 
the revisionists the world over, the clayses of 
the treaty are :stubborn facts that clearly point 
out that it's U.S. imperialism who benefits 
from it. 

Although the U.S . agrees to pay more money to the 
~anamani an government for the use of the canal 
until the year 2000 and offers a series of loans 
and pref erential. treatment in trade, etc . , this 
economic be~efits are not sufficient nor can they 
substitute the pr i mary is.sue in the negotiations : 
the question of sovereignty over the canal. In 
brief , the new treaty ~stablishes that: 

1. Panama will have control of the canal by the 
, ;,rea r: 2,009: 

·2. The U.S. will keep all its military bases and 
installations on ' Panamanian soil. 
3. The U.S. will reserve the right of military 
intervention at any time that they consider it 
necessary in order to keep- the "neutrality" of 
the canal. · 
4. The U.S .• will receive priority consideration 
from the Panamanian government in regards to any 
plans for -improvements of. the canal or the cori~· 
truction o·f a new canal in Panama. 

This means that. a~ of now, and for the next 23 
years, the U.S. keeps its control of the canal, 
and that afterwards, they can always intervene 
"legally" whenever they consider it necessary. 
And any new canal will be subject to similar 
·treaties . 

This is nothing but an imperialist plot to keep 
the Panamanian nation subjugated to U.S. impe
rialism! The Panamanian bourgeoisie and govern
ment have spinelessly sold out the Panamanian 
masses in order to benefi~ from the pocketting 
of the millions of U.S. dollars fnvolved in the 
negotiations. For more than 13 years the aspira
tions of the Panamanian masses in relation to the 
canal have been clearly enunciated: Immediate re
cognition of the Panamanian sovereignty over .the 
canal. Immediate withdrawal of all U.S. military 
personnel and the dismantling of all U.S. mili
tary bases. No inclusion in the new agreement of 
any · c1ause about a future canal. 

The Panamanian workers, peasants, students; men 
and women have come out in the thousands on to 
the streets in defens~ of those demands. In 196q, 
many students were killed and hundreds wounded 
and arrested in the course of large mass actions 
demanding the rights of the Panamanians over the 
canal. It was precisely as a result of these and 
other similar actions that U.S. president Johnson 
agreed to ~ork out another treaty. At that time, 
1964, Omar Torrijos a majo~ of the Panamanian ar
my was directly responsible for the massacre of 
the students and patriots. Today, 13 years later, 
he is ready to seal his treason against the Pa
namanian nation by signing this new treaty. 

The Panamanian communists and all the patriotic 
forces will not fold their arms in the face of 
this attack. As part of the U.S. multi-national 
proletariat, as communists of the nation that 

·oppresses the Panamaian nation, we are duty-bound 
to struggle against the U.S. bourgeoisie, in de
fense of the rights ·of the Panamanian people to 
determine what to do with wh?t rightfully belongs 
to them. We call on all communist and revolution
ary-minded people in this country to express 
their opposition to this imperialist scheme and 
demand immediate withdrawal of all U.S. mil i tary 
installations and personnel from Panama. 

In the September issue of Resistance we wi ll carry 
an article analyzing the historical background 
of the present Panama treaty as well as an in
depth analysis of its significance . 



In_ th,_e style 6f a Jehova' s witness (God is ce>m_il!&t..' 
.Ila! ._is coming, repent before it's too la:te) t~ 
''lrorlcers" Viewpoint Organization ("W"VO) is rua,
Jjing around the country announcing that "the par
ty is a settled question" (we sent our 50 cents 
mo~ths ago and are still waiting) and 'that groups• 
have to slaughter themselves before it<s too late. 

this trend of b~ilding parties through fraud, by -
merely changing names - is really very strong a~ 
mong _ the petti-bourgeois ·.intellectuals. We have 
~lfea_dy three "advanced and organized detachments" 
of the petti-bourgeoisie (the "C""L"P, ·11R'"'C"P 
and "C"P ("M-L") that have read a decree proclaim
ing them the party and very soon we will have the 
U.S. "Bolshevik" Party (PRRWO-RWL) and the "Anti
revisionist Communist Party" 6f WVO. All these 
parties,and would-be parties share many common 
characteristics. Right opportunism., sectarianism 
national chauvinism (RCP ,CLP ,CP(M-L)) or: narrow ., 
nationalism ("wing", WVO) . All lack a real base 
·among the working class ·and the oppressed nation
alities. All substitute "wishful thinking" for 
the concrete analysis of concrete conditions and 
believe that we can force things into being- (the 
party) by just our intellectual exercises . 

Todaj -we want to ·.,focus our attention -again 
on the WVO. Since Feb-Y.\iary:1976 we have consis
tently exposed these demagogues' right opportu
nism in many questions. In the pages of Resistan
ce, in open forums in New York, Los Angeles, Cali- . 
:fornia, and Washington, D. C. in mass struggles, 
in hospitals, schools, (not--in factories -because 
they_are not there), coalitions,etc., their tho
roughly bankrupt line has been exposed. This is··· 
part and parcel of the struggle to build the mul

·ti-national communist party of the U.S. ' And~-&:.. 
Le~in sai'cl, the struggLe against imperialism is 
a shan and a humbug without the struggle a!t<linst · 
opportunism. 

Our consistent exposures contrast sharply with 
WVO's attitude towards us. These demagogues not 
only .believe that it's enough to think and talk 
:aboi,.t the Party and the party is built; but also 
that if you don't talk ._about' something, ·t:f' you don '-t 
recognize its existence , (it~ will ce·ase ·1:0 exist · . • 
Based on this, they announced in their paper that 
LPR "was never part of the communist movement" 
(WVO supplement on ATM, Jan. 1977) -and-·that su
pposedly takes care of answering the fniany correct 
.criticisms of their opportunist line·; This is wish
ful thinking on the part of those who think that 
their typewriters are capable of erasing eight 
long years of arduous revolutionary struggle on 
our_part. 

Th.is "I don't recognize you" is a very popular 
weapon among revisionists and opportunists. The 
sovie"t: revisionists "erased" Albania from the 
socialist camp in the early 60's. To that comrade 

,Hoxha responded: 

••••• "Tell Khrushchev that , whether Alban:ta 
is a socialist country, or not, this does .not 
depend on Khrushchev, but has been decided by 
the Albanian people themselves through .the 
wars they have fought and the blood they have 
shed. This has been decided by the Part·y of 
Labor of Albania, which has marched and will 
always march on the Marxist-Leninist road." 
(Albania Today, No.6, 1975/ Nov.-Dec.) 

By -che same token, it is the U.S. proletariat 
and oppressed masses; it is the genuine Marxis-i:
Lenfnists, who can legitimize any communist or
g~nization based on its correct theory and prac
tice-- and not WVO! · · 

We have experienced these t~ctics many times in 
o~opment. The revisionists of the Puerto 
Rican Socialist Party say that we did not exist 
back in 1969-72 but we were tearing apart their 
revisionist thesis of the divided nation. The 
Young Lords -forerunners of PRRWO- denied our 
existence but copied from us all the arguments 
against PSP. Later on PRRWO referred to us as 
"honest and in motion" (Party Building in the 
Heat of Class Struggle) and its chairperson 
made a public "self-criticism" for their secta
rianism towards us (joint forum with WVO in Nov.em 
ber 1975, New York); only to later echo the l.ln• 
principled attacks, rumor,..mongering and gossip 
with which the PSP tried - unsuccessfully - to 
stop us back in 1972. PRRWO resorts to these tac

.tics now that they find themselves unable to 
answer our thorough exposure of their neo-trots
kyite line. WVO learned a lot from PRRWO and 
it's now using it all-- the way down the line; but 
as the opportunists, double dealers and -dema
gogues th.at they are, they cannot win. They are 
doomed to fail and their time is running shorter 
and_..5horter despite all their bragging. 

WVO has conveniently forgotten . that we were part 
of the Budget Cuts Coalition in 1975 from .which 
we withdrew in opposition to the alliance between 
WVO and the trot skyites who were jointly pushing 
"a genera l s trike" l i ne to deal with the budget 
cuts in New York City . They conveninetly forget 
that we opposed their line of UNITED FRONT with 
the revisionists of the CPUSA in IWWD 1975 (WVO 
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"marched behind the CPUSA and :in front of the 
Girl Scouts). They conveniently forget our parti
cipation together with WVO and PRRWO in the Day 
Care Contact Committee· (N.Y • . 1975), in a memorial 
for Premi_er Chpu En-lai (called by us), in ,Jan
uary 1975. They -also conveniently £orget our 
struggle against. the right line of WVO and the 
neo-trotskyite line_ of PRRWO-RWL in · IWWD 1976 
( see R_esistance, #2, 3, Vol. 7 ) . All this and many 
other struggles have to be conveniently forgotten, 
denied,by11writing us off11the communist.lllO'leJDent 
in order not to answer our polemics, in order not 
to be accountable for their opportunist theory 
and practice in all the above-mentioned struggles 
and many other questions that we have criticized 
WVO for. But we repeat, they are doomed to fail. 

WVO' s !'c.:redibili ty" among genuine forces basically 
stems from their polemics with PRRWO-RWL. We have 
calle~ the attention of comrades to the danger 
of confusing any discussion ' or· polemic with two
line struggle, in which one holds the correct 
line and another the incorrect one. We have al
ways opposed. the opportlll'l1st conception of WVO 
that in every discussion we have to be with the 
"overall most correct line". We oppose it because 
many times both arguments, both lines are inco
rrect and when that- happens we .h~ve to oppose 
both, not select from the "lesser of two evils". 

In :IWWD 1976, we were called centrists by both 
PRRWO-RWL and WVO. Why? Because we opposed both 
PRRWO's "only propaganda" and WVO's "mainly agita
tion"; both PRRWo·• s "only genuine communists in 
the coalition" (to hell with anti-imperialists and 
other revolutionaries) and WVO's free-for-all unity 
with revisionists, trotskyites, lesbians,etc. We 
.did not recognize the struggle between PRRWO and 
WVO as a two-line struggle because it was not. 
It was one line - the bourgeois line - coming out 
in two different forms aru:f as such we . treated them. 
~e took the correct stand 0£ criticizing and . 
fip:hting against the __ inc_o:r!'{!Ct. 'positions of both . 
(See Res:fst~nce Vol :7 f .#_9j -

For us it is clear that WYO represents a tho
roughly consolidated right opportunist line. 
Howev_er, we understand that other comrades have 
yet to sum this up. WVO still has credibility 

__among honest comrades and revolutionary-minded 
people. It is our respons:i,blity, therefore, to 
use each and every opportunity available to us 
to expose WVO in front of these forces. A!'ld this 
is prec i sely what our consistent practice has 
shown. 

Recently, we had one of these opportunities. A 
group of ·Boulder students, a group of developing 
M-Ls as they have summed-up themselves, invited 
us to participate in a forum together with WVO . 
w7 accepted the invitation with the only condi
tion that we were allowed to invite other comrades 
and friends to the forum. WVO, who as a matter 
of fact were the ones that put forward the need 
for the forum, also accepted the invitation. Two 
days before the forum and after all the arrange
ments were made the WVO announced that they would 
not-participate. In a ·leaflet -distributed that· 
.same day - A DOG THAT BARKS DOES NOT BITE- WVO's 
ACT OF SELF-EXPOSURE - , LPR-ML states the follow
ing among other things: 

"Whoever is familiar -with the Workers View-,
point Organization should be tired by now of 
of their continuous bragging and their self
proclamations as the "vanguard", the "over
all most correct line" and the many other 
eulogies used to praise themselves. Doubt
lessly, the best business deal of this cen
tury is to buy WVO for its real price and 
sell it for what they believe they're worth. 

••••. •wvo is running a,.,ay i n a frenzy, hiding, 
scared of being thoroughly exposed in front 
of those students and other genuine mar,xist
leninists and advanced forces that were in
vited to the forum. THis is not the first 
time that they use this kind of bourgeois_ 
manuevers to avoid polemizing with an orga
nization that knows WVO's words and deeds." 

••••• "But all the running and hiding, all the 
slanders behind our backs, will not help WVO 
at all. As one of the students correctly· 
sunned-up: 'In the long run opportunists 
always loose. If they come to the forum 
you can expose them in front of everybody 
if they don't come, they will be exposing 
themselves." This time it happened these
cond way. The very weak ties that WVO has 
in this area are becoming weaker and 
weaker. It's time for them to pack their 
bags. It's time for them to go to an other 
region of the country to tell their fairy 
tales of how they organized the struggle 
at Boulder, of how they led the Chicano 
national movement in this area , etc-. ,etc. 

"The cowardly action of WVO will not save 
them from exposure, but on the contrary 
give niore validity to that exposure . Only 
those who have something to hide, who can -

not ·aefend their line, who are afraid of 
having their true. colors show, run away 
from the struggle; It's ironic that the 
champions of the "Unite to Expose" line 
refuse to polemize with us in front of 
forces that they themselves have defined 
as honest, genuine, advanced,etc'. This · 
clearly shows the disdain WVO ha.s for 
these students that they attempted to 
recruit. This is telling those students 
that they have to follow wvo blindly. 
That they have to call LPR-ML opportunist 
because WVO says so. Instead of "exposing" 
us in front of those students and the other 
force~ invited to the forum, they opted 
for running away. Following their long
established tradition, Unite to Expose 
has changed to "Hide" to Expose. And it 
is precisely wvo who is really exposed." 

Later on we found out what were the flimsy 
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reasons they gave (which we ·anticipated in the 
flyer). (We ask comrades to read the letter from 
some .Boulder students that appears in the Commun ist 
Forum • . The students, we feel, were capable of un
derstanding and thoroughly exposing the bourgeois ma
nuevers used by WVO to try to justify their runni ng 
out on the struggle . We don't feel its necessary 
to make any furhter comments in this respect a s 
we unite with the thrust of the- students position. ) 

The struggle against all forms of -oppor t unism in 
general, and against the main dager of r ight 
opportunism and WVO in particular, is a ver y im
portant aspect of carrying' out the central t ask 
Jf party building . Carrying out this str uggl e i n 
the most correct way, integrating it with all the 
~ther tasks and duties of true communis t f i ghters , 
is what all genuine marxist-leninists have t o 
strive for in order that we can have a r eal "ad
vanced and organized detachment of the work ing 
class" in this country, a genuine Marxist-Lenin
ist, Communist party. This does not exis t, nor 
is it a settled question, nor a matter of a 
couple of mont hs. 

Marxist-Leninists, unite! 
Win the advanced t o commun i sm! 

ILD 
Continued from the first page 

.base and ~evolutionary content of ALD. 

But despite this temporary liquidation, the ALD tra
dition was continued this year. Thi s is i n fact t he 
single most outstanding achievement of the ALD cel e 
bration in New York by the ICALD. 

The multinational character of the celebrat i on was a 
clear reflection of the proletarian internationalis t 
line that guided the ICALD. There were comrades from 
different continents of the world, from as far apart 
as Turkey, Ethiopia, and Haiti, as well as comrades 
of different nationalities from the U.S., all expres 
sing support for the African peoples" struggles. 

PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM VS OPPORTUNISM 

Key in this ALD celebration was the line put forward. 
ICAL!l was organized on the basis of the slogar, "Wor
kers and oppressed people of the world, unite!" 
Contrary to other ALD coalitions organized on the 
basis of narrow nationalism and opportunism, the ICALD 
emphasized breaking this incorrect view that only 
harms African liberation. Coalitions such as that 
"formed by BISSAL, including El Comite and other r e 
visionists and trotskyite~, put forward a bankrupt 
narrow nationalist line with the vain hope of fooling 
the masses . They pushed such lines as "Th~./1.frican Libe
ration is the Black Liberation", appealing to support , 
on the basis of color, rather than raising proletarian 
internationalism. This said coalition joined the cho
rus of other narrow nationalists and social chauvinists 
who waged a slander campaign in Harlem against the 
ICALD and against 1"all those counterrevolutionaries 
who dare bring the line of opposition to both superpo
wers to Harlem." 

Another incorrect line was that of WVO who is leeching 
on the past glory of the ALSC,. and is attempting to 
revive it only to peddle its own opportunist line. In 
their attempts to woo RWL away from PRRWO during the 
"wing" period, WYO had put forward that "Blacks have 
the strategic leadership, while WVO has the line ." 
.Cpnsistent with this bankrupt line they are still ap-
pealing to narrow nationalism, limiting their support 
to Southern African countries, gearing their propagan-
da to mobilizing Afro~Americans. · 

Rather than promoting multinational unit y 
in ·the support for African liberation on the bas i s of 
proletarian internationalism, WVO appeals t o a dis 
guised narrow nationalism, in essence no different -
from that of Stokely Carmichael's, or any of 
the other opportunists who try to use ALD to try t o 
divide the class and to serve their own opportunis t 
aims . 

Cont i nued on page 5 
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AlD 
~ther ~ifestation _:Qf ,'!Y~'s _opportuniS)II is their 
cl aim of"territorial hegemony'_' over a particu1ar 
street corner in Hariem. The ICALD set up a -number 
of street corner ,rallies .in working class cOD1Dunities. 
In Harlem (we only came across WVO l.n Harlem) · they 
vent into a frenzy, as if the street coI'Iler objective
ly belonged to them (just like in their petty-bourgeois 
"<telusions they claim that WVO is "objecti vely the · 

i,artyii) • . wvo cringes . from operi -ideological struggle . 
ind would rather resort to these tactics. In Harlelll 
for example; the ICALD posters appeaz,ed covered by 
those of the ALSC coalition_ formed by WVO and RCL. 
WVOwould rather cover up _others' lfuesratlier 
rather than engage in open ide.ological struggl~t. 

-"1,Y DAY LESSONS LEARNEp 

There was a notable improvement in our coalition work 
and .new lessons drawn from_ this· experience. (We refer 
readers back to our May ~ssue vol. 8 #5, in which we · 
sqm-up our May Day coalition work;:) The overall li'n@ 
of -the coalition (compos"ed mainly of the same forces 
that made up the International . Conmittee fox:_ !fay Day)~ 
the political .content of the event,and the form in 
which coalition work was carried ·out,all improved over 
May Day, showing that lessons were learned and applied. 
The main features of the coalition work were among 
others: 

(a) Ample participation-of individual Marxist-Len.in~ 
ists and advanced elements in the coalition .work 

,provided a means of training i n the 'development · 
.~f line and preparation of propaganda and agita-
tion aln<>ng the masses.The advanced were able to 
put .into practice-:their initiative and creativity. 

(b) Contrary to- previous coalition work the 
c;ollective planning and work by for.ces involved 
helped to deepen the ties between them, strengthen 
proletarian internationaiism and the unity among~-
ist-Leninists . There wa11 no · bourgeois hegemonism 

or imposition of line by any organization, but rather 
struggle to achieve unity in the spirit of unity~ 
struggle-unity for the correct line. 

(c) One important aspect which is often belittled
the financial aspect-- was handled correctly on a 
collective basis. All forces contributed and,most 
importantly, the coalition saw the importance of re
lying on the masses for funding the struggle. So a 
fundraising event and several street corner mass 
collections were held, educating the masses as to the 
need to support the struggles for national liberation. 
The masses responded favorably and the coalition was 
~le to cover all costs. 

Iti ·general, the work of "the coalition im_proved as _ 
the correct methods of summations and criticism and 

.self-criticism were implemented to rectify past errors 
and improve work in the future , Overall, the work 
within the coalition was very positive, contributing 
to .enrich tl_)e practical experience of all those invol
. ved and to heighten the unity among_genuine Marxist
Leninist and revolutionary forces_. 

REVISIONISTS' DAILY WORLD PICKETED 

Besides its independent propaganda and agitation for 
the event, LPR (ML) sponsored a picket against the 
Daily World -.which contributed to .deepen proletarian _ 
internationi;llism and exposed the treacherous support 
of the "C"PUSA for the fascist Ethiopian Junta . Its 
orga11~ the Daiiy World , slandered the Ethiopian peo
ples' struggle against the Junta and slandered the 
EP~ supporting the Junta's repression against their 
just struggle. This _event (see Resistance vol.8 #6) 
helped raise the issue of supporting national libera
tion struggles, and the need to oppose the two super
powers in order to. advance the cause of Africari li
beration. 

........................................... 
C O M M E M O R A T E A U G U S T 2 9 
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on SATURDAY, AUGUST 27 

at 'GUADALUPE CHURCH HALL 
36th and Lipan 
Denver, Colorado 

12 to~ p.m. 

SPEAKERS FILM SHOWING .TEATROS DINNER 

SUPERPOWERS OUT OF AFRICA 

. The contention and -coliussion of both superpowers 
in the African continent cause great harm to the 
cause of African liberation. , LPR (ML) holds 
that the main enemies of the peoples of the world 
are the· two superpowers· : U.S. imperialism and 
Soviet social-imperialism, and accordingly put 
forward this line in ie independent work towards 
ALD- and in the event itself. This was not how-

~ver a principle of unity of . the coalition. Why? 

Although a great majority of the forces in- the 
ICALD uphold this position_, others have not yet 
s ummed-up the USSR as a social imperi~list ·superpo~ 
wer(ES~A and EFLNA). At the initial stages 
of formation of the coalition ~ a decision had to 
be made~ Must we necessarily adopt a principle 
of unity that specifically states opposition to 
the two superpowers, or can we unite · wi:th ESUNA 
and EFLNA on the basis of concrete opposition to 
both superpowers without the specific formula~ · 
tion as a principle of unity? In struggling this 
question out, various factors had t o be taken ·in
to acco~t in order not to make this an abstract 
intellectual discussion. These were: 

(a) The fascist Ethiopian Junta poses as a socia
list ML government, and it is openly backed , po
litically and militarilly, by the Soviet Union. 
The Junta openly brags about its ties with the 
Soviet Union •. Soviet social-imperialism. is med
dling and iritervening; in Ethiopia througp its 
lackey Junta and its lackey Cuban troops who are 
training government troops _ to repress the revol
utionary struggle, · U.S. imperialism has histori
cally int4!!rvened by its arming of the Junta, and 
now through its lackey Ethiopian Democratic 
Union (EDU), a declared enemy of the people in 
Ethiopia. The struggle of the Ethiopian and Eri
trean peoples is- thus, concretely, a struggle 
against the fascist Junta, as well as a struggle 
against both U.S. imperialism and Soviet social
imperialism. It is a struggle. against both super-

.powers. · • 

(b) In the case of ESUNA there is a clear. motion 
towards this summation. The comrades recognize 
and are studyi ng this important question and are 
systematically and increasingly denouncing the 
Soviet Union's role- in their country. An example 
is their latest March COMBAT in which they call 
_to "Oppose the counter-revolutionary meddling of 
the Soviet revisionist apd r~megade qlique in th~ 
Ethiopian revolution". And they are staunchly doing 
just t his. 
In considering _all these facts we concluded that 
there was basis for unity of these forces for the 
purpose of celebrating ALD and putting out jointly 
a cotTect line on national liberation struggles. 
With th~se facts in mind, we proceeded to strug
gle for principled unity in the ICALD and a cor
rect line on national liberation struggle,s·. We 
were able to achieve unity as concretis~d in the 
principles of unity stated above. Altqough EFLNA 

disagreed on a number of points, such as-· in refer
ing to Cuban troops in Afu>ica as puppet troops, 
to the Soviet Union as imperialist and to the 

concept of three worlds~ we consider it overall 
positive that they did unite to work jointly 
under the principles of unity cited. 

In particular the second pr inciple of unity which 
includes opposition to revisionism and all the 
lines in which it manifests itself is nothing 
but opposition to the line of Soviet social -impe
rialism concretely spelled out. The fact that 
EFLNA did agree to partici pate with these prin
ciples of unity is a positive achievement. 
Errors made within the coalition of wavering on the 
one hand, and concilliation on the other, were 
pointed out and critisized. 

"LEFT" AND RIGHT ERRORS IN COALITION WORK 

In coalition work we must guard against both 
right and "left" errors. We must guard against 
the "left" tendency of making principles of unity 
so high that we can only unite with ourselves 
and thus negate the whole purpose of the united 
front. ·This is the error which is most dangerous 
when we have not yet formed the united front or 
coalition, one wpich prevents us from forming 
this necessary weapon of struggle. On the other 
hand~ we must also guard against the right ten
dency of all unity no struggle, which arises, 
and is most dangerous, in the course of working 
within the united front once it has been formed. 
It is the-tendency of submerging our line by gi
ving up criticism and· independent work, in the 
interest of preserving a false unity. 

_Dimitrov on the United Front says: "In the pre
sent situation sectarianism, self-satisfied sec
tarianism, ••.•• more than anything else impedes 
our struggle for the realization of the united 
front". And also: " ••• communists must increase 
their vigilance in guarding against the danger 
pf right opportunism and must carry a determined 
struggle against all its concrete manifestations 
bearing in mind that the right danger will grow 
as the tactics of the united front are widely 
applied." (G. Dimitrov, On the United Front) 

_(lite right error that constiutued the main d~via~ 
tion of the coalition was . the weakness of the 
independent work done by the various forces par-
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t i cipatlng in it. Apart from propaganda and 
agitation work dorie by LPR(ML), there was no 
other propaganda and agitation forthcoming t hat 
we know of, other than coalition work . The weak
ness of independent work was thus reflect ed in 
the weakness of the correct lines held by coa
lition forces. Specifically the opposition t o t he 
two _superpowers could have been raised mor e 
forcefully and effectively through such i ndepen-
dent work which we failed to promote . · 

CONCRETE LINK TO THE STRUGGLE OF THE MASSES 

Proletarian internationalism was correctly r a ised 
and the struggle of the African masses was cor
rectly linked to our own struggle here , being a 
struggle against the same enemy, struggles t hat 
support each other. However this was not done 
concretely enough. A secondary but important 
point was thus the form in which the event was 
carried out -- militant and disciplined, but l a
cking to a certain degree the lively spi rit of 
tne masses • This could have been provided with 
presentations Df skits along the way of t he march 
and other forms of cultural presentat ions. The 
very wording of the cha~ts could have been 
worked out in a more understandable and lively 
manner so as to fully incorporate the masses in 
them. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the errors committed, we consider the events 
of ALD as positive overall. Its achievements far 
outweigh the errors, which can be r ectif i ed in the 
course of · practice; Various conclusions can be drawn 
from the AW -experiences this year : Among the most 
important is the need to deepen our understanding on 
the question of United Front work. Such questions as : 
what level of unity 1should we strive f or?, who should 
we unite with?, for what purpose?, what ar e tactical 
compromises?, etc . , are all theoretical andi practical 
questions that must be deepened so as to i mprove our 
coalition work and grasp well one of the essen-
tial tools in revolutionary struggle : the Uni ted Front . 

Another important conclusion is the need to follow-up 
on the ALD tradition both in terms of the unities 
achi eved with revolutionary organizat i ons, as ·well as 
wi th other Marxist-Leni nists and t he masses . The sup
port for African nat ional liberat i on s t r uggl es must 
be maintained and raised t o higher l evel s, not re s 
trained to a yearly event in May, and we must make the 
masses conscious of t he need to understand and sup -
port those struggles t hrough concrete actions, and 
to link them with other national l iberat ion and prole
tarian revoluti onar y st ruggles, including our own : 
Further, in the course of the struggle to support na
tional liberation, in givi ng it a conscious and plan
ned character, we must deepen the unities wi th other 
Marxist-Leninists and the masses, as one of the ways 
.in which we struggle to build the new, genuine commu
nist party of the U.S . proletariat. 

To conclude, in order to give a planned and consc ious 
character to this struggle we must provide commun i st 
leadership by actively participating in such struggles, 
fighting for the correct line on the basis of prol e
tarian internationalism, and correct methods of orga 
nization and struggle. In line with this, we cons ider 
the Nati onal Liberation 1Struggle~ Support Committee 
(NLSSC) has served as a mass anti-imperial i st r evolu
tionary organization that can .adequately channel th~ 
struggle for supporting national liberation. We sup
ported its efforts in organizing ALD and other events 
regarding third world countries, and will cont i nue t o 
help build it and struggle for the correct l ine and 
its appli cation. The NLSSC, in carrying out proleta 
rian internationalism, provides an organizat ional t ool 
for mass work through which Marxist-Leninists can uni t e 
and win the advanced to communism, thus concretely con
tributing to the fulfillment of our central task by 
facillitating the carrying out of those tasks essen
tial to party building. 

On the ability of communists to prove in pract i ce 
that they can correctly lead the struggle in support 
of national liberation and win over the multinational 
working class and oppressed masses in the U.S . t o 
proletarian internationali sm, on this will depend to 
a great extent the correct resolution of the national 
question in the U. S. , a key question in the U. S. pro 
letarian revolution. 

LONG LIVE AFRICAN LIBERATION STRUGGLES ! 
VICTORY TO -THE STRUGGLES OF THE THIRD WORLD AGAINST 
IMPERIALISM, ESPECIALLY THE TWO SUPERPOWERS , AND 

AGAINST ALL REACTION!!! 
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